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ASYMMETRIC MARINE WARFARE: PANOPEA A PIRACY SIMULATOR FOR
INVESTIGATING NEW C2 SOLUTIONS
Agostino G. Bruzzone, Alberto Tremori (Italy), Yuri Merkuryev (Латвия)
PANOPEA reproduces a piracy scenario in the Horn of Africa, a very critical area in
terms of pirates’ attacks against cargo ships. This scenario includes navy vessels and helicopters, intelligence assets, ground bases, cargos as well as other boats (i.e. fisherman and yachts)
and pirates hiding in the general traffic. The entities are directed by IA-CGF (Intelligent
Agents Computer Generated Forces) and apply strategies for succeeding based on their scenario awareness. In addition, PANOPEA simulator allows different strategies to be modeled
of C2 (Command and Control) due to the fact that the simulation team implemented into
simulator different C2 Architectures, including hierarchical and edge solutions. PANOPEA
tool supports the authors in making experimental analysis by modeling different C2 maturity
levels and measuring the effectiveness and the efficiency of the proposed scenarios in order to
investigate the agility of the C2 solutions and their influence in preventing attacks by implementing different policies and different organizational models
Today this scenario is quite interesting: in fact maritime security is a very critical aspect of the marine framework and extends the concept of asymmetric warfare within Marine
Environment with new threats such as (Piracy, Conventional Terrorism, CBRN - Chemical,
biological, radiological, and nuclear). Therefore the case proposed involves over 1000 units
directed by intelligent agents, so modeling and simulation is critical to evaluate strategies in
term of efficiency to prevent and mitigate threats by improving policies, sensors, equipment
as well as C2 solutions that obviously affect detection, identification, decision making and
scenario evolution.
The authors present the results of their experimental analysis on the impact on system
agility of both organizational model, hierarchical and edge in order to compare the two approaches; in fact this work is extensions of previous activities carried out with other colleagues.

Figure 1 PANOPEA Scenario Dynamical Evolution in GIS

INTRODUCTION
The new warfare scenarios are characterized by new unconventional threats (i.e. terrorism, insurgency etc).
In maritime domain, piracy attacks are increasing over, in particular along Somalia
Coast and in Arabian Sea.
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In 2009, 406 piracy attacks are reported by the IMB (International Maritime Bureau)
into the annual report and 217 episodes are attributed to Somalia pirates. Those attacks generate huge economic and social damages to the entire world due to the great value of goods
moved by sea. In fact, in a pirate attack often the interests of many countries are affected: the
state of the attacked vessel, hostage’s countries, the State of the industrial company owner of
the cargo and so on. Moreover, such attacks make surely global communications unsafe and
produce the following effects:
• Increase rates of marine insurance and freight costs
• Increase environmental risks
• Increase danger to seafarer’s lives because of the injury, killing or capture possibilities
• Consequently increase of goods prices for final consumers
Some important aspects are expected to increase their impact over next years in general as well in marine framework increasing on Asymmetric Threats:
• Economic Issues:
- Moving European Region Social Economic Center of Gravity to South increasing
maritime traffic with North Africa
- Stabilization and Normalization Processes and Country Reconstruction Initiatives
Overseas
- Overseas Developing Areas Growth, Production/Demand & Sustainability Issues
• Technologies:
- Opportunity to access more easily new knowledge Bases and information, for instance, for preparing and creating critical threats (i.e. Cyberspace)
- Multiple opportunities to Access to Resources to develop WMD (i.e. smallpox,
RDD)
- IT & Web empowering the potential of individuals and small groups (i.e. C2 capabilities)
- Increasing new reachable targets such as Oil Platform, Environmental Threats, Social
Service
• Political Issues:
- Political Instability on Critical Regions (i.e. Africa)
- Evolution of Principle of Nations and Populations (i.e. Commercial States)
- Evolution of new critical issues requiring changes on joint Defense and Homeland
Security Budgets (i.e. natural resource issues: water)
Modeling and Simulation (M&S) are a strong support to evaluate Strategies in Threat
Identification, Decision Making & Evolution Prediction:
• Once upon time it was used to identify threats based on Platform Detection, Identification and Classification
• Today in many case the same Platform is in use on multiple sides
• In some case the Platform is becoming a menace just based on own it is operating
Such kind of asymmetric threats need to be modeled due to the complexity of scenario
in terms of entities involved, number of variables to be analyzed and dynamic evolution of
threats behaviors.
The simulation team developed PANOPEA simulator to support operational planners
in strategies analysis. They modeled different entities (i.e. cargo ships, frigate, pirates, intelligence etc.) by using Intelligent Agents for Computer Generator Forces (IA-GGF). These
agents are able to drive units’ behavior. Simulation with Computer Generated Forces managed by intelligent agents is the best way to consider scenarios with a large number of actors
and parameters and provide a competitive advantage for using simulation in Planning & Operation Support respect existing tools and techniques.
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Figure 2 PANOPEA Main Graphic User Interface

STATE OF THE ART AND PIRACY OVERVIEW
The maritime piracy has become a critical issue in specific regions (for instance the
Somalia coast) due to local factors such as political and socio-economical instabilities since
2006. Actually, the maritime piracy is not a new phenomenon, but changes in geographic “hot
spots”, the increased frequency of incidents and the severity of attacks are requiring to face
the current maritime piracy situation in a more effective and efficient way.
Recent maritime piracy incidents, for instance, on the coast of Somalia, of the Gulf of
Aden and of the Horn of Africa (HoA) have not only received significant attention from the
media and the international community, but they were of interest also for policy strategists
and academic researchers as well.
Different models were developed to analyze the maritime traffic and to support maritime surveillance systems (Monperrus et al., 2008). Xiao et al. (2009) propose a framework of the
Dynamic Data Driven Multi-Agent Simulation system in the maritime traffic domain.

Discrete-event simulation (DES) was used to simulate a typical port security, local,
waterside-threat response model and to test the adaptive response of asymmetric threats in
reaction to port-security procedures, while a multi-agent system (MAS) was used to provide
the complex adaptive behaviors for the threats. Cover and dynamic path finding algorithms
were used in Simkit to enhance the spatial interactivity of the agents (Chee Wan Ng . 2007)
A maritime counter-piracy scenario is modelled using the agent-based simulation platform MANA (Decraene J., 2010).
Vanek O. (2010) presents an agent-based simulation of the maritime traffic. The aim
of the research was to simulate not only the legitimate maritime traffic, such as an intercontinental transportation, coastal fishing or recreational traffic, but also the illegitimate aspects,
such as illegal fishing, waste dumping and maritime piracy.
A transit game model was developed to study the problem of a mobile agent trying to
cross an area patrolled by a mobile adversary and to define an optimum route selection strategy in order to minimize the probability of hostile encounter (Vanek et al. 2010).
AgentC Testbed platform was developed by M. Jackob et al. (2010). It combines
simulated vessel operation with a wide range of data sources on real-world maritime security.
Vessel trajectories, obtained from the on line providers of AIS data (Automatic Identification
System) are the first category of real-world data integrated into the testbed.
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Naval Postgraduate School had used Simio services in 2010. Simio is a developer of
3D object-oriented simulation software which is aimed to model piracy defence strategies in
order to study the prevention of piracy, illegal drug trafficking and increased security within
ports, waterways and coastal areas.
The authors propose to introduce the concept of Net Centric Command and Control in
piracy scenario in order to provide decisions makers with a tool able to reproduce different
operational strategies and to support them in evaluating the best way to stop pirates’ attacks.
NET CENTRIC COMMAND AND CONTROL MATURITY MODELS
The concept of Net-Centric was established in military sector and introduced in the
early '90. This concept is used to describe an operational paradigm that exploits information
and technological infrastructure to increase speed of command, resulting faster and more agile
in carrying out operation and a sharing of knowledge. During recent years it was critical to
consider how different C2 solutions are able to reproduce different maturity levels (i.e. conflicted, deconflicted, coordinated, collaborative and edge). Nowadays, the critical issue on this
matter is to develop experiments to support investigation about characteristics of C2 solutions
such as robustness, resilience, agility. A major concept related to NecC2M2 is represented by
the idea that in the same scenario over time, it could make sense to have different C2 maturity
levels evolving based on the needs. Another important aspect is to test critical conditions or
events that requires to adapt the C2 maturity level.
PIRACY SCENARIO MODELING
There are two common definitions of piracy. The first, used by the IMO (International
Maritime Organisation), derives from the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). It says that:
“Piracy consists of any of the following acts:
(a) any illegal acts of violence or detention, or any act of depredation, committed for
private ends by the crew or the passengers of a private ship or a private aircraft, and directed:
- on the high seas, against another ship or aircraft, or against persons or property on
board such ship or aircraft
- against a ship, aircraft, persons or property in a place outside the jurisdiction of any
state
(b) any act of voluntary participation in the operation of a ship or of an aircraft with
knowledge of facts making it a pirate ship or aircraft;
(c) any act of inciting or of intentionally facilitating an act described in subparagraph
(a) or (b).

Figure 3.Details during PANOPEA Simulation
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The IMB (International Maritime Bureau) offers another definition of piracy: “An
act of boarding or attempting to board any ship with the apparent intent to commit theft or
any other crime and with the apparent intent or capability to use force in the furtherance
of that act”.
Somalia is the country where the largest number of piracy organizations is located.
The major reason is related to extremely hard social and economic conditions. In addition the
poor control of local coast guard allows illegal acts (i.e. illegal fishing or waste discharge) and
the strategic position for commercial traffics forced piracy acts.
Pirates, generally leaves from their basis using four or five boats which are small and
can reach speeds exceeding 30 knots. The type of boat is indistinguishable from local fisherman boats. For this reason, the detection of attackers is very hard for the armed forces that are
responsible in the area for tackling the phenomenon. The boats carrying pirates usually go
hunting for vulnerable vessels, with a low freeboard that travel below 15 knots during the day.
Once target is defined, pirates usually coordinate an attack on two or three fronts simultaneously from several directions. Depending on the characteristics and compliance of the vessel
victim of the attack, the pirates can go up and take command of a ship in less than 20 minutes
after the first attack. Then the vessels are conducted near the coast or in some ports that are
used by pirates as a base of operations.
Due to the strong impact of pirates’ actions on the world economy, International
Community reacted with the use of its naval units in the critical zones. The affected area is
very large and, therefore, it is required a significant number of military units for an accurate
control of the area.
Actually, different missions are kept in the Gulf of Aden such as:
- Combined Task Force 151
- Ocean Shield NATO mission
- UE Atlanta mission
- missions of other countries like Russia, China, India, Japan and Pakistan.
From an operational point of view, military units get two approaches to prevent the actions of the pirates:
- Escorting cargo ships in order to be ready to quickly opposite pirates approaching to
the escorted cargo by using helicopters and special forces
- patrolling the area in order to identify possible suspect boats and prevent actions by
pirates, even in this mode, the naval units may employ on-board helicopters and personnel belonging to special forces.
PANOPEA SIMULATOR
PANOPEA reproduces piracy activities for evaluating different strategies in NEC C2
M2. PANOPEA is a stochastic discrete event simulator integrated with IA-CGF (Intelligent
Agent Simulation Computer Generated Force) developed by simulation team.
The following actors and activities are modeled:
• Pirates, different attack modes are considered: Outrunning, Maintaining Innocent
Speed, Following a Ship, Hiding between Ships, Swarming. The main characteristics
of these units are: agile structure, knowledge of the sea area, support from local population and in some case from political structure.
• Navy, represented by strong coalition force patrolling the area. The command and
control system is not so “agile” such as pirates’ organization. Patrol modality: mostly
frigate, helicopters & special force squads
• Intelligence Agencies, that represent critical support to the Navy to predict pirates attacks by using instruments and techniques such as: data analysis, special commandos,
satellite and communication technologies
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• Local Authority, it is critical, i.e. “Failure Nations”: no stable government, but strong
presence of gangs, warlords etc.
The table below is a synthesis of entities modeled by the simulation team. For each
entity some characteristics are defined.

Figure 4. PANOPEA Example of Unit Parameters

Cargo Ships are devoted to goods transportation and daily thousands of cargo ships cross
through Gulf of Aden. Cargo ships activities are synthesized into the conceptual model represented in Figure 5; each cargo chooses a path and proceeds in that direction to reach its destination. By using the radar (covering a range of 20 nautical miles), the cargo ship checks the presence
of boats approaching. It proceeds towards the destination until radar alerts about the approaching
of a vessel. In this case, ship’s crew makes a second check within 8 nautical miles to evaluate if
the vessel is or not a pirate ship. In the second case, it asks for help by radio.
Among cargo characteristics it is reported:
- Speed
- Technology on board: VHF radio, GPS, radar system
- Other: no weapons on board, but sometimes contractors could be engaged.
Cargo ship objective is to transport goods (general goods or gas or fuel, etc) by optimizing its route in order to reduce navigation time and costs. Some constraints are modeled:
the chosen route is the shortest one; international rules often don’t allow the private use of
weapons.
Frigates are military ships aimed to patrol an assigned area or escort cargo ships. The
main objective is to identify and block pirates. Frigates activities are regulated by Rules of
Engagement, maritime laws and contracts with local authorities.

Figure 5.Basic Example for Cargo Ship

Frigate is critical in the piracy scenario due to the fact that it is the only adversary unit
against pirates.
ИКМ МТМТС 2011 – SCM MEMTS 2011
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Generally a Frigate makes patrolling in an assigned area and along specific routes. If it
detects a suspect fisherman boat, it is possible to intervene by using the helicopter or to make
a control by the sea and, if it is necessary, to send Special Forces on board (see model in figure 6). Frigates may also to answer to an help request by a cargo ship. By making considerations about distance and time estimated to reach the cargo ship, the military ship choices if
intervene by itself or by using helicopter.

Figure 6. Basic Example for Ship Patrolling

The helicopter is assigned to a frigate and its goals are mainly: to patrol the area where
the frigate has identified a suspicious fisherman boat; to intimidate pirates (the helicopter is a
very effective means of deterrence); to shut off the boarded ship and to free the sailors taken
in hostage as soon as possible.
Helicopter activities are regulated by Rules of Engagement. The helicopter is sent by
the frigate to patrol a suspicious boat or to rescue cargo ship under attack. In the first case if
the boat is a pirate boat, dissuading procedures are activated in order to stop pirates. In the
second case helicopter can send raiders on the ship to arrest pirates and to free hostages.
Pirate/ Fisherman boats are 4/5 meters long and their speed can reach 35 knots. Generally, fisherman boats sail at 10 knots while pirates boat are faster.
While the objective of fisherman boat is to fish, pirates objectives are:
- To attack cargo ship with the crew on board in order to ransom
- To loot goods on board cargo ships
- Don’t be neutralized and / or arrested by the military forces
Once defined cargo ship target, pirate boat approaches it and tries the attack. Attack
success is regulated by a probability based on the strategies of patrolling and control adopted
by frigate.
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Figure 7.Basic Example for Helicopter Patrolling

Figure 8.Basic Example for Pirate Hiding as a Small Boat

PANOPEA Simulator allows users to set several parameters such as ships speed
(Cargo Average Speed, Frigate Cruise Speed and Full Speed radar range of view and eye
range of view)
Table 1. Parameters to be set in PANOPEA Simulator
Cargo ship
Number of Cargo Ships
Radar Max
Eye Max
Average Speed
Average Communication Delay
Average Boarding Time

Ships/day
Nm
Nm
Knots
H
H

Frigate
Number of Frigate Ships
Radar Max
Eye Max
Cruise Speed
Full Speed
…Insp. Sampling

Ships
Nm
Nm
Knots
Knots
%

Intelligence
Local Intelligence Detection
Prob
Coalition Int. Detection Prob.

%
%

Helicopter
Radar Max
Eye Max
Speed
Average Setup Time

Nm
Nm
Knots
H

Fisherman Boat/Pirates
Number of Boats
Pirates
Attack Threshold
Attack Probability
Fisher Speed
Pirates Speed

ИКМ МТМТС 2011 – SCM MEMTS 2011
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In addition users are able to set Escorting and Inspecting modes in order to activate
strategies about escort and inspections from frigates and helicopters and to define Simulation
features: Simulation Duration, Stochastic Influence, Replications

Figure 9 PANOPEA Synthetic Data for Boats and Vessels

Figure 10. Integration of PANOPEA with Simplified GIS involving over 1'000 boats

The simulation team integrated the event discrete stochastic simulator with a simplified GIS (Geographic Information System) in order to visualize over 1000 boats that move
around Aden Gulf, even by using military icons.
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Figure 11. Zone Assignment and Corridors in PANOPEA Simulation

An additional function allows users to improve the visualization of ships routes and
to setup the C2 strategy to be applied. Users are able to split the area to be controlled in different zones that are assigned to frigates, as reported in the window in Figure 11. In particular the strategy of creating a security corridor for cargo ships is visualized.
Finally, user is able to choose the desired organization model flagging the desired
option in the C2 window (see figure 18).
EXPERIMENTATION SCENARIO OVERVIEW
During the phase of the experimentation, the parameters in PANOPEA have been set
as follows:
•
Number of Merchant Ships: 50 [ships/day]
•
Number of Frigate: 15
•
Number of Fisher Boat: 700
•
Attack Probability (%): 0.8
•
Communication Delay: 0.1 [hours]
•
Average Ship Speed: 20+/- 4 [Knots]
•
Frigate Cruise Speed: 20 [Knots]
•
Frigate Full Speed: 30 [Knots]
•
Fisher boat Speed: 10 [Knots]
•
Pirate boat Speed: 35 [Knots]
•
Helicopter Speed: 135 [Knots]
•
Attack Threshold: 8 [Nm]
•
Local Intelligence Detection Prob. 0.05
•
Coalition Int. Detection Prob. 0.15
Simulation outputs include:
•
Total Reports from Cargo Ship
•
Number of Frigate Successful Operations
•
Number of Successful Operations due to Intelligence Reports
•
Number of Pirate Successful Attacks
For the experimentation the Active Objects are synthesized below:
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• Cargo ship
- Speed: 16 – 20 knots statistically distributed
- Tecnology VHF radio, gps, radar system
- No guns on board, but in some case shipowner engage contractors.
• Frigate
- Speed: 18– 30 knots (cruise and attack)
- Tecnology : Communication Systems , Sensors (Radars, IR, EO, ESM), gps
- Armament: cannons, helicopters
• Helicopter
- Speed : 150 - 200km/h
- Tecnology: military communication systems, gps, Sensors (IR, EO, Radars)
- Armament: special forces on board, machine gun
• Generic boat
- Speed: 12 – 20 knots statistically distributed
- A generic boat could represents both pirates (these are able to ramp up to 35
knots and armed with assault rifles, machine guns, grenades and rockets) or a civil
traffic (i.e.fish boats)
• Ground Radar systems
- Range of action: 20- 45 Nm
• Satellite system
- Technologies: optical system, height tech cameras
Experimentation Results
The authors decided to evaluate and analyze two different C2 alternatives
- Conflicted C2: there is no distribution of information between or among the entities, all of the decision rights remain within each of the entities, and there are
no interactions and common objectives (in a C2 sense) between or among the
entities. The only C2 that exists is that exercised by the individual contributors
over their own forces or organizations.
- Edge C2, all the entities are connected into a robust network and they are able
to easy access and share information by continuous interactions. In Edge C2
the rights to decisions are broadly distributed.
In PANOPEA users are able to activate connections between:
- CoHQs: Coalition NATO Headquarter
- NHQs: National Headquarter
- LCG: Local Coast Gard
- CoaInt: Coalition Intelligence
- Operative units (Frigate Ships, Cargo)
Each connection is characterised by:
- Transmission time, required to communicate the information along that link
- Information reliability, to measure the reliability of the transmitted information
In the hierarchical command and control setting, the coalition headquarters are in contact with: intelligence agencies, other headquarters and Operative units. Any form of action,
then, is defined by the command chain hierarchy: each unit received orders by headquarters.
In addition, each unit must report relevant information to HQs in order to allow them to manage the situation and to define appropriate strategies and actions. The goal is to prevent pirates
attacks, increase gulf security, to measure efficiency, effectiveness and response time in
forces deployment and reaction, by taking into consideration also boundary condition (i.e.
weather, operating condition).
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Figure 12. Example of Entity Connections

Edge C2 is a modern and sophisticated approach; this M2 (Maturity Model) is supported by an innovative technology component, in fact every entity is able to share information quickly and effectively. Edge Maturity Model aim is to ensure that all scenario entities
are self-synchronized among them. A fundamental point is the knowledge sharing in order to
let actors coordinated on theatre; it’s clear that this approach is much more effective and keep
the response speed to common enemy faster (i.e. Somali pirates). Otherwise, so widespread
exchange of information could have a negative impact on field operations if not properly supervised and managed.

Figure 13. Different Example of Entity Connections

In PANOPEA it is possible to configure the Command and Control Hierarchy by
clicking the button "C2GI" in PANOPEA interface and by creating the network connections
among the various entities.

Figure 14. Modelling Data Distribution, Processing and Decision Allocation in PANOPEA

Due to the scenario complexity and the strongly not-linear level of the system, a careful experimental design is required in order to conduct a proper system analysis.
For this reason, the authors designed an experimental analysis to study simulator outputs in order to verify the stochastic influence on processes and to identify critical and significant parameters in terms of influence on costs.
In particular, the authors performed statistical analysis by using Mean Square Pure Error methodology (MSpE) in order to evaluate the experimental error and to measure the stoИКМ МТМТС 2011 – SCM MEMTS 2011
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chastic variables influence. That methodology allows to fix simulation length and to know
results reliability based on confidence band.
The analysis was performed on the two scenarios proposed above (Hierarchical and
Edge).
Five simulation central runs was carried out in order to estimate MspE (Mean Square
pure Error) as measure of the simulator experimental error due to stochastic components; the
central runs corresponded to setting up the inputs parameters on their average values. In order
to measure simulation results, the authors focused on foiled attacks by the vessels on the field.

Figure 15. Mean Square pure Error on Attack Preventions versus Simulation Duration

Due to this analysis it was possible to define the simulation time length: approximately
30 days.
In addition, in order to perform sensitivity analysis, different factors are considered
(see Table 2) in order to identify those which have major effects and influence on results. As
reported in the table, these factors are evaluated in a predefined range in order to find correlations among independent variables and their combined effect.
Table 2. Factors for the experimental analysis

The authors defined a Central Composite Design (CCD) experimental project composed by a 2k factorial part (in which each factor has two levels corresponding to the maximum and minimum range) and central replications.
Considering:
- n0: central replications on the reference values by changing the seed of pseudorandom numbers (in this case 5 replicated runs from same boundary conditions)
- 2k factorial points devoted to evaluate the effect of variables and their combinations (in this case k is equal to 5 corresponding to the input variables);
- 2 k star points for extending the knowledge in the experimental area
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Supposed that the experimental error is uniformly distributed within the ranges tested
and that five replications are used in order to estimate the stochastic factors, it is possible to
calculate the number of the minimum simulation runs:
n0 + 2k + 2 k = 5 + 32 + 10 = 47
Otherwise, if this hypothesis is not correct to it could be necessary to apply a factorial
design that will have a much higher number of experimental runs to be completed in order to
evaluate the stochastic components:
2k n0 = 32 5 =160
The results of applying Design of Experiments, Anova (Analysis of Variance) to the
C2 Traditional Scenario are following:

Figure 16. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

The Analysis is focused on the variables influence, in fact, as reported within Table in
Figure 16, for each variable and their interactions it was performed a significant Test in order
to be able to know which variables disrupt objective function more.
In addition, the authors performed also the first and the second Fisher Tests to be sure
that the experimental project was developed correctly.
The first concerns with the significance of the regression test and formulate two hypotheses:
•
H0: All regression coefficients are zero (β1 = β2 = ... = βn = 0);
•
Ha: there is at least a βi != 0.
In this case the hypothesis H0 is rejected with a probability of 5% error (α), and then
accepts the hypothesis Ha. There is therefore an independent variable among the five listed
above that explains the observed variation in the response.
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Both tests were successful. As result of this experimental analysis, the authors identified a relevant and significant set of variables passing sensitivity analysis test:
•
•
•
•
•

A (local intelligence level)
C (pirates percentage)
E (military vessels number)
AE
CE

•
•
•
•

ABD
ABCD
ABDE
ABCDE

Obviously AE, CE, ABD, ABCD, ABDE, ABCDE represent combined effects of basic variables A, B, C, D,E.

Figure 17. Edge Scenario

Figure 18. Mean Square pure Error Computation

The response surface created by RSM (Response Surface Methodologies) allowed to
develop meta-models allowing to have directly results without simulation help.
The authors adopted the same approach to analyze Edge Scenario in order to be able to
compare the proposed two cases.
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In the C2 Edge Scenario all players are interconnected and the simulator allowed to
complete a sensitivity analysis based on ANOVA as reported in figure 19.

Figure 19. ANOVA Analysis

The Authors by using this methodology identify a significant number of variables
passing sensitivity test for this scenario.
The results of this analysis underline that the edge configuration is more expensive
than the other one, but it seems to be more effective in terms of foiled attacks number.
• B (coalition intelligence presence)
• C (pirates percentage)
• E (military vessels number)
• AD
• BE

• BC
• CE
• ADE
• BCE
• ACDE

CONCLUSION
The paper proposes an approach for experimenting the influence of different parameters on the efficiency and effectiveness of C2 solutions; the main goal of this research is to
test different Net C2 M2 models in order to evaluate the performances under different hypotheses; using the simulator and experimental analysis it was possible to consider the influence of independent variables and their interactions respect target functions. It is proposed an
experimental results related to a case study similar to situation of piracy within Aden Gulf;
considering the problem complexity, the achieved results s relative to the input parameters
and related range of variability therefore this allows to demonstrate the potential of using
M&S in supporting analysis of different C2 maturity models. PANOPEA simulator is a useful tool for the evaluation of piracy scenarios, and to investigate alternative C2 strategies and
the analysis of different scenarios. Currently the authors are working in simulation team for
further developments of this area of study
ИКМ МТМТС 2011 – SCM MEMTS 2011
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